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About the Virtual Clinics
Knowledge and capacity gaps, as well as institutional limitations, hamper the ability of
secondary cities to prepare bankable projects. COVID-19 has exacerbated these gaps by
adding another layer of complexity: national-level programs are prioritizing economic and
social relief, while cities are focused on immediate response to the pandemic at the local
level. Securing funding for urban infrastructure projects, strongly linked to climate priorities is
therefore a key challenge.
Thus, CDIA Virtual Clinics are a unique capacity development initiative to help city
managers credibly prioritize bankable and sustainable climate-focused infrastructure
projects that are in line with funder priorities. The clinics are not a typical training activity
where discussions center on case studies from other cities; instead, CDIA Virtual Clinics
focus more on finding concrete solutions for the development issues participating cities are
currently facing.
Facilitated over Zoom, the clinics are designed in a way that each city receives structured
1-1 attention from CDIA’s friendly team with a proven track record in regional infrastructure
development and financing (75% of 106 PPSs commissioned by CDIA have been linked to
downstream financing estimated at $11.3 billion).
Tangible clinic takeaways include:
●
●
●

Checklist of what a successful Project Preparation Study (PPS) contains;
Prioritized list of sectors to focus on;
If successful and promising, a draft application for CDIA support (average PPS grant
of $500,000).

Participants
Clinics are open to senior city officials of secondary cities in Asia Pacific.
Executive officials such as Mayors and Commissioners are welcome to join on Day 1.
Mid-level and high-level officials (senior municipal officials, heads of technical departments,
and their professional staff) can join on Day 1 and 2.
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Virtual Clinics Dates and Structure
There are currently six dates of clinics being offered:
●
●
●

19 – 20 May
16 – 17 June
14 – 15 July

●
●
●

18 - 19 August
15 - 16 September
13 - 14 October

More Virtual Clinics will be scheduled and announced for the last quarter of 2021.
Clinics will take place over two days and include:
●
●
●

Knowledge Sharing: hear from the CDIA team about current priorities and approach
for project bankability;
Capacity Development: learn key considerations for integrating climate resilience
and institutional development into the PPS process; and
Dedicated Consultations: structured one-on-one consultations for each city to
uncover key issues and sector priorities.

Each day will be broken into morning / afternoon sessions.
* Please note that the start/end times of the clinics may be adapted to accommodate the
local time zones of participating cities.

Day One Overview
Day One opens with perspectives from urban development experts on current challenges to
developing bankable projects followed by sharing of aspirations and development issues by
city participants. The rest of the day focuses on developing three key themes through
interactive dialogue between the CDIA experts and cities participants: Packaging bankable
projects; Integrating climate change resilience in urban infrastructure projects; and
Institutional Strengthening – Preparing a capacity development roadmap.

DAY ONE — ENSURING A SUCCESSFUL PROJECT PREPARATION PROCESS
AM

Module #1: Building Rapport with Stakeholders and
Preparing Bankable Projects
Welcome and introduction

2 hours

●

Introduction of participants

●

Objective and agenda

●

Participants sharing expectations

Plenary Clinic
Neil Chadder
Program Manager,
CDIA

CDIA Presentation

CDIA

City 1 Introduction

City 1
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City 2 Introduction

City 2

City 3 Introduction

City 3

Insight #1: Packaging Bankable Projects
●

Urban Infrastructure Investments: What needs to
be in place

●

Essential Components of a Project Preparation
Study

●

Experience Sharing by CDIA
CDIA and
Participants

Q&A
PM

CDIA

Module #2: Developing Roadmaps for Resilient and
Sustainable Infrastructure Projects
●

Recap of the morning session

●

Setting the tone for the next activity

Plenary Clinic
Neil Chadder
Program Manager,
CDIA

City 1:
●

Project concept presentation

●

Response and technical inputs from CDIA and
other participants

Insight #2: Integrating Climate Change Resilience in
Urban Infrastructure Projects

City 1

Fabienne Perucca
Urban Development
Specialist, CDIA

City 2:
2 hours

●

Project concept presentation

●

Response and technical inputs from CDIA and
other participants

Insight #3: Institutional Strengthening – Preparing a
Capacity Development Roadmap

City 2

Kathleen G.
Jovellanos
Capacity Development
Specialist, CDIA

City 3:
●

Project concept presentation

●

Response and technical Inputs from CDIA and
other participants

Presentation of CDIA Application Process
Day 1 Wrap-Up
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CDIA
CDIA and
Participants
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Day Two Overview
Day Two features structured one-on-one consultations with each city to uncover key issues
and sector priorities. The primary focus is to help cities to nail down the project. This is when
the tangible takeaways of PPS checklist and sector prioritization will take place. The day
concludes with a deeper discussion about practical ways for cities to develop bankable
projects with CDIA as the starting point for possible grant support for a full PPS.

DAY TWO — HOW TO APPLY FOR COMPREHENSIVE PROJECT SUPPORT
AM

1 hour 30
minutes

PM

Module #3: One-on-One Consultations: Nailing
Down the Project
●

Recap of the city key issues and situations

●

Strategic framework and vision

●

The project stakeholders

●

The sector issues and institutional set-up

●

Impacts, risks, and benefits

●

Conclusion

Module #4: Creating an Effective Application
Recap of the clinic process
Presentation of the draft application by each city

Break-out Clinic

CDIA Urban
Development
Specialists, leading
each break-out
session
Plenary Clinic
CDIA
City 1, 2, 3

1 hour
Action plan

CDIA

Closing

CDIA

How to Apply
To apply to attend, cities may fill out the form located on the Virtual Clinic web page at
www.cdia.asia/virtual-clinics. If you have questions not found in our Q&A, you may send an
email to An Rubenecia, Communications and Outreach Specialist (cdia_info@cdia.asia).
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About Cities Development Initiative for Asia
(CDIA)

Cities Development Initiative for Asia (CDIA) is a
multi-donor trust fund managed by the Asian Development
Bank (ADB). It works closely with secondary cities in Asia
and the Pacific to prepare bankable and sustainable
infrastructure investments.
It receives funding support from Austria, France, Germany,
Switzerland and the European Union. It is currently implemented
by the ADB and Agence Française de Développement.

CDIA Contact Information:
An F. Rubenecia
Communications and Outreach Specialist
Cities Development Initiative for Asia (CDIA)
cdia_info@cdia.asia
Follow us on:

The Virtual Clinics are made possible with the financial support of the European Union. Its contents are the sole
responsibility of the Cities Development Initiative for Asia (CDIA) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the
European Union.
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